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On the Blockchain, no one know you're a fridge" - Richard Gendel BrownA few years ago a
good friend of mine explained that I should quit wasting time investing in stocks and check out
Bitcoin. That was when Bitcoin was trading at around $2 in January of 2012. It'll provide you
with enough knowledge in a way that you too will be able to say that you invested in 'what
you know'. Over the next three years 'Bitcoin' became a generally spoken word and for valid
factors as well. Here's what's inside this amazing book: - How everything began- The secret
history of Bitcoin and it's really founder(s)- Who's who of the Blockchain Globe - Benefits of

Buying Bitcoin- Risk included - What lies ahead for Bitcoin and YOU as the investorDOWNLOAD
Right now to learn on ANY DEVICE ! This book will provide you with a great understanding

about the history of Bitcoin and its story. Hey, Listen, I have no idea if you know your
mathematics but 1400X in three years easily beats the heck out of Stocks. So, convinced by

the truth staring in my own face, I decided to dive in and spend almost a year learning about
Bitcoin and BlockChain Technology and two months writing this book. Although the language is

simple to understand, do not mistake it for unsophictication. It went up a fantastic 1400
hundred situations from January 2012 to 2016. Being as persistent as they come and

grounded in my own company belief that you should only invest in 'what you understand', I
listened politely and went on about my share investing escapades. It's worth sky-rocketed.
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